THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND                        CLASS 1   Sept. 21


1.	INTRODUCTION (refer Course Outline)

Documentary sources – how reliable? historians’ bias, incomplete/unreliable sources
                                       are we likely to find any more? not for this period

So – nearly all new sources are likely to be archaeological.

Value of archaeology – “the trowel cannot lie”
                                       modern techniques (air photography, geophysics, scientific 
                                        dating, isotope and DNA analysis) – explain dendro and C14
                                        developer-funding                     OHP dendrochronology
                                       metal-detecting (does not rely on funding, easy typological                                  
                                        dating of metalwork, PAS)   TREASURE ACT MATERIAL

Drawbacks – problems of funding, little research
                             “            early A/S period (difficulties in detecting buildings, dating of 
                                            pottery, few coins)

2.	ARCHAEOLOGY TODAY

How archaeology developed: the “New Archaeology” (scientific testing of hypotheses, 
 theoretical archaeology) and its opponents (Andrew Selkirk and “Current Archaeology”   
stress on the  independent amateur;:empirical approach – what do we make of what 
we’ve got?: :political slant).

How we do archaeology in Britain today (PPG 16, commercial units, English Heritage, 
 universities – research mainly into techniques).                        GUARDIAN ARTICLES
                                                                                             CURRENT ARCHAEOLOGY

Is archaeology an art or a science?

3.	TWO BIG QUESTIONS  (but linked)

The Roman-Saxon Interface

Cataclysm or continuity? 

i.	What do the documents say? How reliable are they? (brief history)

ii.         What does the archaeological record say?

             Change
             Lack of coinage.
             Handmade pottery.
             No stone buildings.
             Change in art styles.
             Hoards.



             Continuity
             “Farmhouse” building style continues.                                    OHP building styles
             Environmental evidence.                                                          OHP West Stow
             Throwbacks to Iron Age styles.
             On-site continuity                                         OHP’s Barton Court, Orton Hall
                                                                                     Wroxeter, Colchester, Canterbury
                                                                                     Wasperton, Cannington                  
         
The “Adventus Saxonum”

Bede - but how many?  From -  hardly any (Pryor) ) acculturation   OHP Germanic imm.       
                                                             few  (elite?)                 ) argument
                                                   many 
                                                            
Evidence:  1.   Language and placenames

2.	DNA (last lecture)

3.	Archaeology:  a.   Settlements - buildings and layout – similarities and 
                                                       differences.      OHP’s Flogeln, Chalton
b.	Cemeteries – mainly similarities.
c.	Pottery – mainly similarities.    
 
Example:   Stuart Laycock "Warlords", article(s) in British Archaeology - uses experiences in Bosnia AND  buckles/brooches/belt fittings (PAS) to construct a picture of tribal warlords in the immediate post-Roman period.   How far is this valid? does he stretch the evidence too far?                                BRITISH ARCHAEOLOGY ARTICLE

FOUR GENERAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS

How do artefacts get to where we find them? (trade, burial, stray finds, curated)

Does absence of evidence provide evidence of absence? eg. lack of pottery (aceramic, pot  does not survive well, use of baskets, wood etc.)

Archaeological distribution maps may show areas of arch. activity, rather than - eg. settlement patterns.

Can we enter the mind-set of people in the past? particularly if no written records exist.

                                                                                                                   SLIDES                        

